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For one-electron diatomic systems， an iterative solution of the momentum-space Sch凶dinger
equation is examined using the Fock transformation which enables usto expand the'kernel ofthe 
integral equation by the four-dimensional spherical harmonics. Starting from the united atom 
(UA) and simple LCAO approxirriations， first iterated solutions are derived and their properties 
are analyzed. The corresponding approximate energy eigenvalues are also obtained as a function 
ofthe internuclear distanceR. The result from the LCAO starting function is foundto be reliable 
semiquantitatively: in the range of O<，R <，20， the maximum errors of the ground-state electronic 
energy are 4.7% and 1.7%， respectively， for the Ht and HeH2+ systems， when compared with 
the exact values. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent papers，I，2 momentum-space perturbatibn 
equations for the H(1s)-H+ and H(1s)-H(ls) long-range in-
teractions have been exactly solved in their Schrるdinger
forms. The approach used there for the sdlution of integral 
equations in momentum space consists oftwo steps: the mo-
mentum vector p of an electron is first transformed from the 
three-dimensional hyperplane onto the four-dimensional 
hypersphere (Fock transfi白om宜a幻tiぬon叫1リ)
t出he引1ll則te培gra凶lequation is expanded by the four-dimensional 
spherical harmonics { Y九T二いi一…u，川mJト.Duetωot批heo側rt仕由h加1旧onormalprop-
erty of { Ynlm J， the integral equation is finally reduced to a 
linear equation which exactly determines the perturbation 
wave function. 
In the present paper， we apply the same method to one-
electron diatomic systems such as Ht and HeH2+ in their 
ground states and examine an iterative solution. The mo-
mentum-space solution ofthe H2+molecule was first investi-
gated by Mc W eeny. 8 He concluded that the iterative method 
is not very convenient because the required integrations are 
quite complicated. Introducing the method of Fock trans-
formation， however， Shibuya and Wulfman4 showed that 
these integrations are possible even when one starts from the 
LCAO approximation for the iteration， and 回timatedthe 
ground-state electronic energy of H2+ system at a small in-
ternuclear distance R. We therefore proceed with our study 
along the line developed by Shibuya and Wulfman， but we 
devise a new method to determine approximate wave func-
tions and eigenvalues for a wide range of R. We also analyze 
the property of first iterated solutions in detail， which was 
not given in the work of Shibuya and Wulfman. In the next 
section， we outline the Fock transformation and define the 
four-dimensional spherical harmonics {九1mJ. In addition， 
two functions S ~!~m' (R) and W~!~m' (R) are discussed， which 
areuseful-for the many-center problem in Fock space. 
Though these functions were originally introduced by Shト
buya and Wulfman，4 we here clarify various important prop-
erties and relations. In Sec. 111， first Iterated solutions are 
derived starting from the united atom (UA) and LCAO wave 
functions and their implication is discussed. Asymptotic be-
haviors ofthe solutions are alsoexamined for small and large 
internuclear distances. The numerical results for the H2+ 
and HeH2ヘtogetherwith the analysis of the asymptotic 
behavior， show that the iterative solution for one-electron 
diatomics is promising particularly when one adopts the 
LCAO starting function. Atomic units are used throughout 
this paper. 
1. FOUR-DIMENSIONAL SPHERICAL HARMONICS AND 
RELATED FUNCTIONS 
A. Four-dimensional spherical harmonics Yn1m(θ} 
We project the three-dimensional momentum space 
onto the four-dimensional sphere centered at the momen-
tum space origin with the radius Po・Aswe will see later， the 
value of Po is directly related to the energy eigenvalue of the 
system under consideration and is determined at the final 
stage of the solution. The projective origin is taken at the 
point (0，0，0， -Po) in the four-dimensional (Fock) space. 
Then a momentum v配 torp [ =(p，8，O) in the polar coordi-
nates] in the hyperplane is transformed to a point on the 
hypersphere， which is specified by the three angles (α，θ，O). 
The two angles 8 and o have usual meaning， while the new 
angle α(0くα<汀)repr回entsthe radius P (O<p <∞). The 
transformation iS3-7 
P =Po tan(α/2)， 
dp = [(p2 + p~ )l2po] 3d!1， 
d!1 = sin2αsin8 d，αd8dム
(la) 
(1b) 
(1c) 
w here !1 means the collection of the anglesα，θ，andO.InEq. 
(1 b) and hereafter， we conveniently continue usingp to repre-
sentpo tan(α/2) even after the Fock transformation is car-
ried out. 
In Fock space， wecanexpand Ip -p/I-2(whichappears 
as a kernel of the momentum-space Sch凶dingerequation) 
as3-5 
Ip-p/Iノ，-2= 4p~ [ 4 sin2(ω/2)(p2 + p~)(p'2 + p~)]- 1， 
(2a) 
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[4 sin2(ω/2)] -1= 2rIn-1 Y~lm(fl ')Ynlm(fl)， (2b) 
whereωis the angle spanned between the two points fl ( = p) 
and β ， (= p'). {Y，山，(fl) l are four-dimensional spherical 
harmonics defined by5 
九1m(fl ) = ( -ijlCn，l(α)ylm(e，o)， (3a) 
Cn，l(α) = [2n(n -1-l)!/[1T(n + l)!] l/2sinlα 
X [dIC!_dμ)I~μ1]μ= cosα(3b) 
where { Ylm (e，o ) l are usual three-dimensional spherical har-
monics and C ~ (μ) denotes the Gegenbauer polynomial. The 
{伽lsatisfy 
J Y~lm(fl)九 I'm'(β)ω=δAル州
Y~lm(fl) = (-l)I-mYnl_m(fl). (3d) 
The momentum-space hydrogenic wave function φnlm is ex-
pressed as 
φnlm = 4pg/2(p2 + P6)-2Ynlm(fl)， (3e) 
where Po plays a role ofthe exponent Z /n， and the integers n， 
1， m the three quantum numbers. 
B. Functions S ~!'!'m' (R) and W ~!，!，m' (R) 
Let us define a function S ~!'(?m' (R) by 
S仇 (R)=介x川ル仰FIm仰)ω
Then we'see4 
and 
[S;!7m，(R)]*=S;iLm'(-R)， 
s~!'(?m'(O) =δn'δ1'δmm'， 
(4) 
(5a) 
'(5b) 
州+や・R)九IJOHnζS仇 (R)九l'm'(θ)， (6a) 
exp( -ip.R) Ynlm (fl ) = I [ s ~;~ア'(R)]* Yn'l'm' (fl)・
(6b) 
Using the abbreviation N = (nlm)， we findfrom Eq. (6a) that 
exp[ip・(R1+ R2)] Ynlm(fl) can be expanded in two different 
ways: 
exp[ip・(R1+ R2)] YN(fl) 
(吋(R1+ R2)YN， (fl ) N 
55SZ(R1)SZ;(R品川
(7a) 
Comparison of the right-hand sides of Eq. (7a) gives a sum 
rule 
SZ(R1+R2)12CSZ，(R1)SZ:'(R2)=Zsz:'(RI)SZ，(R2)， 
N" N" 
(7b) 
which can be generalized to 
si(R1+…+ Rj) = I... I SZ，(R1)S立(R2)…Sd，-l(Rj)'
N， ち
(7c) 
if we consider different expansions of 
exp [ip.(R1十…+Rj)] YN(fl). 
Integrating the product ofEq. (6a) and its complex con-
jugate over fl， we have 
I s~tJR)[S~l:'(R)]* =δwδ1'δmm'， (8a) 
νλμ 
and esp∞ialy for (nlm) = (n'f'm')， 
I IS~!rm， (RW = 1， 
from which it follows that 
Oく IS~!.凡， (R)I<; 1.
(8b) 
(8c) 
A position-space picture ofthe function S ~!rm' (R) is given in 
the Appendix. 
We next define a function W ~!'(?m' (R) as 
W仇 (R)=zv-lm叫ん(θ)
x [exp(ip.R)Yn'l'm，(fl)] *dfl 
=ZVISれ(R)[s~l:剛
Then the following relations hold: 
[W;rJR)]*=W;jγ'(R)， 
W~!'(?m'(O) = n-Iδnn'Oll'δmm'， 
I n' 一 IS~!rm'(耐え'I'm'
I W~!rm， (R)[ exp(ip・R)Yn川 ，(fl)]・
(9) 
(lOa) 
(lOb) 
(lOc) 
Similar to the function S ~!rm' (R)， we can derive several 
sum rules for W~!'(?m' (R). For example， 
nζW~!'(?m， (R)S ~;~m'(R) = n-IS~~;;:(R)， (11a) 
2lv2s:TL(R)[sur囚)]*=IW~，九(R)[W~l:囚)]*， 
、叫μ 唱札μ
and a special case ofEq. (l1b) for (nlm) = (n'I'm') is 
ζIW仇 (RW=ζn，-21S仇 (RW
くnzis;仇 (RWニ 1
We therefore find 
OくIW~!'(?m' (R) 1<; 1. 
(1Ib) 
(l1c) 
(11d) 
The function W~!'(?m' (R) can also be shown to have intimate 
relations with some familiar position-space quantiti回 (se
the Appendix). 
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11. FIRST ITERATED SOLUTIONS 
The momentum-space Schr・odingerequation for a one-
electron diatomic system is given by4ふ8，9
(向-E)IP(p)=附 -Jlp-p'I-2
X (Za exp [ -i( p -p下Ra]
十Zbexp[-i( p -p')-Rb] J IP(p')dp'， 
(12a) 
where Ra and Rb are position vectors of two nuclei whose 
charges are Za and Zb・Thenuclear repulsion termhas been 
omitted and E represents theelectronic energy. We discuss 
only the case of Eくoand set 
Po=F互E. (13a) 
We also assume that the momentum wave function is ex-
pressed as 
IP( p) = 4p~2(p2 + p~)-2tþ(fl). (13b) 
Then the Fock transformation [Eqs. (1) and (2)] allows us to 
rewrite Eq. (12a) as 
P(fl )例。)=Pott(θ)， (12b) 
where 
附砂(fl)=同小4的/2)]-1 
X (Za exp[ -i(p -p')・Ra]
+ Zb exp [ -i( P -p')・Rb]Jψ(fl ')dfl' 
=Zn 11za叫(-ip・Ra)川
X I[吋一吊，民帆)民九九ルI加lm(fl' 
+Zb e位xp訓(一i争'p.Rb)Y九i一…tl.伽I加'm(β ) 
X I[吋一吊'.R民w帆b)Y，川品庁民丸n[，加m(fl川回U問0σ引')判)
(12c) 
The first iterated solution ず1)for the initial guess ψ(01 
(which may include some parameters to be determined) is 
defined by 
ザ可。)=P(fl)tt(OI(fl). (14) 
In order to obtain approximate eigenvalue Pb1 and wave 
function t(1l(fl ) atthe stage of the first iteration， we intro-
duce a set ofreference functions {Xi J (i= 1ム…，j)andcon-
sider the Xi component (or the projection onto the Xi axis in 
the-functional space) of t(O)(fl) and t(1)(fl). From Eq. (12b)， 
we then have 
Pb1)ニμ州 I(fl)ω小川Ol(fl)ω， i= 1ムぷ
(15) 
Equation (15) constitutes a set of equations from which we 
can determine Pb1 and parameters embedded in が)(fl).fis 
therefore governed by the number of unknown parameters. 
The reference functions (Xi J are chosen by an appropriate 
physical insight on the system under consideration. Strictly 
speaking， there remainsambiguity for this choice， but we 
note that if t(OI(fl) is already a correct solution， then the 
result of Eq. (15) is independent of (Xi J . 
A. UA approximation 
As a starting function t(Ol， we may assume a hydrogenic 
Is function located at the origin of coordinates [see Eqs. (3e) 
and (13b)]， 。(Ol(fl)= YlOo(fl). (16) 
From Eqs. (12c) and (14)， the first iterated solution is found 
to be 
ザ円。)= L { C~lm [ exp( -ip・Ra)Yn加 (fl)] 
+ C~lm [exp( -ip・Rb)Yn1m(θ)]J， (17a) 
where 
C~lm = (Za/n)S~~(Ra)' 
(17b) 
C~lm = (Zb/n)S ~'立 (Rb ).
Since [exp( -ip・Ra)Yn1m(θ)]represents a hydrogenic func-
tionφnlmcentered at Ra， Eq. (17a) implies: 
(i)砂(!)is a mixing of an infinite number of hydrogenic 
functions centered at Ra and Rb' Namely， the first iterated 
solution from the UA starting function is an LCAO func-
tion. It is interesting to observe that the concept of LCAO 
emerges in a purely mathematical manner without invoking 
any physical intuition. 
(i) Mixing coefficients are inversely proportional to the 
principal quantum number n. The ratio of mixing coefi-
cients ofthe (n，l，m) functions on different centers is 
C~lm /c~lm = (Zb/Za)[S!r，;， (Rb )lS~?~(Ra)]' (17c) 
which shows that this ratio is proportional to that ofnuclear 
charges and is dependent on the coordinate system through 
the function S ~~ . 
In the present UA approximation， f = 1 and hence 
X1(fl) = Y1∞(fl ) seems to be a most natural choice. We then 
have 
p~) = Za W:gg(Ra)十ZbW:gg(Rb)， (18a) 
where 
wiお(R)= [1 -(1 + t )exp( -2t )]lt， t = Pb111RI， 
(18b) 
andpb1) depends on the coordinate system. Note t1凶p~)also 
enters into the right-hand side ofEq. (18a). 
For a small internuclear separation R， Eq. (18a) can be 
explicitly solved as a function of R: 
pt)=Zu一(2/3)[Zak2 + Zb(1 -k )2]Z~R 2 
+ (2/3)[ Zak3 + Zb(1 -kf]Z~R 3 
+O(R4)， 
where we have used 
(19a) 
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Zu =Za +Zb' R = IRb -Ral， 
(19b) 
Ra = I.Ral =kR， Rb = IRbl =(I-k)R. 
When we employ the center-of-the-charges・of-the-nuc1ei
(CCN) coordinates， k = ZblZu and we obtain 
pt)=Zuー (2/3)ZaZbZuR2 
+ (2/3)ZaZi， (Z~ + Z~)R 3 + O(R 4)， 
Eω= 一 [p~)]2/2
=一 (1!2)Z~+ (2/3)ZaZbZ~R 2 
(20a) 
一 (2/3)ZaZbZu(Z~+ Z~)R 3 + O(R 4). (20b) 
Since the correct short-range behavior is known to belO 
E= ー (1!2)Z~+ (2/3)ZaZbZuR 2 _ (2/3)ZaZbZ~R 3 
+ (2/5)ZaZb [ 1 ー (64/27)(ZaZbIZ~)]Z!R 4 + O(R 5)， 
(20c) 
the first iterated energy E(1) is correct Up to the order of R 2;¥ 
However， this is not true for coordinate systems other than 
the CCN one， and the use ofthe CCN coordinatesis suggest-
ed for the UA approximation. 
On the other hand， we釦ldfor a very large R that 
p~)→o and E(1)→o as R→∞ (21) 
if we use the CCN coordinates. This is obviously incorrect 
and the resu1ts ofEqs. (20b) and (21) mean that the simple 
UA approximation is valid only for a re1atively small inter-
nuc1ear distance. 
B. LCAO approximation 
We now assume a simple (umiormalized) LCAO func-
tion as the starting functi()n， 
ザ0)(!1)= [ca exp(ー ip.Ra)+ cb exp( -ip.Rb)] YIOO(!1)， 
(22) 
which corresponds to ca(ls)a + cb(ls)b' Since the abo.ve 
LCAO function is the initia1 and predominant term of the 
first iterated solution of the UA approximation [see Eq. 
(17a)]， we expect a considerable improvement ofthe resu1t. 
Inserting Eq. (2) into Eq. (14)， we obtain the first iterat-
ed function 
。，(1)(!1)= [Zaca exp( -ip・Ra)
+ZbCb回 p(-Ip.Rb)] Y1∞(!1) 
+ In-1[ZaèbS~~(-R)exp(...:.ip.Ra) 
+ZbCaS~虫 (R)exp( -ip・Rb)]Yn川!1); (23) 
which is again an LCAO function composed of various hy-
drogenic functions centered at Ra and Rb' 
Since the ratio C b 1 Ca ismeaningful，J = 2 forthe present 
LCAO approximation. For the two reference functions， 
we choose X 1 = exp( -ip・Ra)YIOO(!1) and X2 
=exp( -ip・Rb)Y100(!1)whichcorrespond to (ls)a and (ls)b' 
respective1y. The projections of 1/.0) and t/P) onto these refer-
ence functions are found to be 
(ls)a component: 
fXTrt(O) 
かげ1仰 = [戸Zζα +Z，ζ.bW川川附開附i邸凱附毘釦仰胸(恨問帥R町)
(ls)b component: 
ルゲ
fX!rt(l)d!1 =Zu [S:~(R)]ca 
(24a) 
(24b) 
(24c) 
+ {Za[W:gg(R)]* +Zblcb' (24d) 
whereR = Rb -Ra' W:gg(R) is given in Eq. (18b)， and 
S :gg(R) = (1 + t )exp( -t)， t = p~)IRI. (24e) 
From Eq. (15)， we then have .the following equation for the 
determination ofp~) and cb/ca: 
{p~)-Za -Zb W :毘 (p~)-ZuJ[ S:~] *¥(ca ¥ 
¥ (p~) -Zu阿部 PUl-ZaIwmr-zbkcJ 
= (~) (25) 
Note that Eq. (25) is linear with respect to ca and cb but is 
no凶nearwith respect to p~) because of the functions . W:~ 
and S :~. Different from the U A approximation， pg) is inde-
pendent of the ∞ordinate system employed. 
As in the UA approximation， the explicit solution ofEq. 
(25)， ispossible for. a small internuc1ear separationR. The 
resu1ts for p~) and E(l) are 
pF=Zu一(2/3)ZaZbZuR2 + (2/3)ZaZbZ~R 3 
ー (2/5)ZaZb[ 1 ー (5/9)ZaZbIZ~ ]Z~R 4 + O(R 5)， 
(26a) 
E(l) = 一 (1!2)Z~+ (2/3)ZaZbZ~R 2 一 (2/3)ZQZbZ~R 3 
+ (2/5)ZaZb [1一(10/9)ZaZb/Z21z:R4
+O(R5). (26b) 
E(I)agr田scomplete1y with the correct resu1t [Eq. (20c)] Up to 
the order of R 3. The coefficient of R 4 in E (1) is partly correct. 
The asymptotic behavior for a very large R is
p~)→[Zu + IZa -Zbl]/2 
Eω→一 [Zu+|Z-zd12/8jasκ→∞， (27) 
and correct1y converges to the atom with larger nuc1ear 
charge. As expected， the LCAO approximation has good 
asymptotic behaviors both atR→OandR→∞，andsupports 
the adequacy of the choice of the reference functions (ls)a 
and (ls)b' However， numerical ana1ysis for some specific sys-
tems is required to see the validity in the intermediate range 
ofR. 
C. Numerical results for H正andHeH2+ 
We have calcu1ated the first iterated energy E (1)based on 
Eq. (18a) (UA approximation with the CCN coordinates) 
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T ABLE 1.Negatives of electronic energies (a. u.) for the ground state of the 
H，+ system. Values in parentheses are percent erors. 
Fitst iterated 
R Variational Exacta 
UA LCAO LCAO 
0.0 2.∞o∞( 0:0) 2.∞000(0.0) 2.0∞0(0.0) 2.00000 
0.1 1.97619( 0.1) 1. 978 17 (0.0) 1.97821 (0.0) 1.97824 
0.2 1.91653 ( 0.6) 1.92799 (0.0) 1.928 3 (0.0) 1.92862 
0.3 L836 76 ( 1.6) 1.86481 (0.1) 1.865 79 (0.0) 1.86670 
0.4 1.74826( 2.9) 1. 79693 (0.2) 1.79884 (0.1) 1.80075 
0.5 1.658 12 ( 4.) 1.72867 (0め 1.73176 (0.2) 1.73499 
0.6 1.570 36 ( 6.0) 1.66225 (0.6) 1.66675 (0.3) 1.671 48 
0.8 1.40908 ( 9.4) 1.53872(1.0) 1.54657 (0.5) 1.55448 
1.0 1.26982 (12.5) 1.42934 (1.5) 1.441 00 (0.7) 1.45179 
1.5 1.∞540 (19.5) 1.21284 (2.9) 1.23379 (1.2) 1.24899 
2.0 0.82498 (25.2) 1.059 18 (3.9) 1.086 51 (1.5) 1.10263 
2.5 0.69640(29.9) 0.948 69 (4.5) 0.978 76 (1.5) 0.99382 
3.0 0.6∞91 (34.0) 0.86787 (4.7) 0.897 78 (1.4) 0.910 90 
4.0 0.469 5 (41.0) 0.76250 (4.2) 0.78733 (1.1) 0.79608 
5.0 0.38405 (47.0) 0.701∞(3.2) 0.71921 (0.7) 0.72442 
6.0 0.32426 (52.2 0.66292(2勾 0.67575 (0引 0.678 64 
8.0 0.24654 (60.7) 0.61989 (1.2) 0.626 73 (0.1) 0.62757 
10.0 0.19848 (67.0) 0.59600 (0.8) 0.6∞30(0.0) 0.60058 
15.0. 0.13305 (76.5) 0.56470 (0刈 0.56667 (0.0) 0.56672 
20.0 0.09993 (81.8) 0.548 86(0.2) 0.55000 (0.0) 0.55001 
aReferences 1 and 12. 
and Eq. (25) (LCAO approximation)， and compared the re-
su1ts with the corresponding variational LCAO and exact 
values for a wide range of R. The results are summarized in 
Tables 1 and 1 for the H/ and HeH2+systems， respective-
ly. 
In both systems， the general feature of theUA and 
LCAO approximations is consistent with the analysis given 
in the previous subsections. The UA approximation is valid 
only for very small values of R. The error increases mono-
tonical1y田 Rincreases. On the other hand， the resu1ts of the 
TABLE I. Negatives of electronic energies (a.u.) forthe ground state ofthe 
HeH2+ system. Values in parentheses are percent erors. 
First iterated 
R Variational Exacta 
UA LCAO LCAO 
0.0 4.5∞∞(0.0) 4.500∞(0.0) 4.500∞(0.0) 4.500∞ 
0.1 4.4∞64( 0.2 4.410 83 (0.0) 4.411 10 (0.0) 4.411 32 
0.2 4.177 92 ( 1.3) 4.229 34 (0.1) 4.231 07 (0.0) 4.23270 
0.3 3.91289 ( 3.0) 4.025 32 (0.2) 4.02967 (0.1) 4.03414 
0.4 3.64678 ( 5.1) 3.82602 (0.4) 3.83 8 (0.2) 3.84206 
0.5 3.39690 ( 7.3) 3.641 53 (0.7) 3.653 54 (0.3) 3.66555 
0.6 3.16899 ( 9.6) 3.47504(0.9) 3.491 53 (0.4) 3.50689 
0.8 2.77946 (14.2) 3.19626 (1.4) 3.21 27 (0.6) 3.24084 
1.0 2.46584 (18.7) 2.98194 (1.7) 3.01296 (0.7) 3.03336 
1.5 1.910 34 (29.1) 2.64894 (1.7) 2.68088 (0.5) 2.69546 
2.0 1.552 24 (38.2 2.48064 (1.3) 2.5倒 35(0.3) 2.51220 
2.5 1.304 15 (45.8) 2.38441 (0.9) 2.401 00 (0.2) 2.40489 
3.0 1.12274 (51.9) 2.321 59 (0.6) 2.33 54 (0.1) 2.33549 
4.0 0.87598 (61.1) 2.243 04 (0.3 2.25001 (0.0) 2.25061 
5.0 0.71651 (67刈 2.195 45 (0.2) 2.2∞0(0.0) 2.2∞24 
6.0 0.605 27 (72.1) 2.16346 (0.2) 2.16667 (0.0) 2.16678 
8.0 0.46075 (78.3) 2.12316 (0.1) 2.125 00 (0.0) 2.12504 
10.0 0.371 28 (82勾 2.09881 (0.1) 2.1∞0(0.0) 2.10002 
15.0 0.24922 (87.9) 2.066 13 (0.0) 2.066 67 (0.0) 2.06667 
20.0 0.18728 (90.9) 2.倒970(0.0) 2.05000 (0.0) 2.05000 
a References 13 and 14. 
LCAO approximation are acceptable not only for the small 
and large R regions but also for the intermediate region. The 
maximum errors relative to the exact values are found to be 
4.7% at R = 3.0 (H/) and 1.7% at R = 1.0-1.5 (HeH2+)・
The LCAO approximation is reliable semiquantitatively， 
and the iterative solution with this method seems to be prom・
lsmg. 
When compared with the corresponding variational 
LCAO calculation， however， the error of the first iterated 
LCAO isabout three times larger in the intermediate R re-
gion， and the first iterated LCAO solution is sti1l open to 
further improvement. Second and more iterations are possi-
ble methods for this purpose. Another direction of improve-
ment is the use of an extended LCAO starting function 
which includes some additional AO's such as 2pσAO. 
However， the primary merit of the momentum spa田
approach wi1l not be to obtain accurate numerical values， 
since the usual variational method and its sophisticated ver-
sion in position space are obviously more direct and power-
ful for this purpose.as long as the problem of electronic struc-
tures of atoms and molecules is concerned. Rather， the 
momentum space approach can be regarded as a hopeful tool 
which permits us to explore new (or complementary， atleast) 
concepts and pictures that are “hidden" in the ordinary posi-
tion space but useful to grope for a new development in the 
electronic structure theory. Nonvariational calculation and 
the resultant analysis of short-range interactions， presented 
il this study， may be located along this line， inwhich we have 
seen that fewer kinds of integrals are sufficient than those 
required in the variational calculations. 
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APPENDIX 
The following position-space interpretation is possible 
for the functions S ~![?m' (R) and W~![?m' (R) introduced in Sec. 
1. 
Let Un1m (r) be the hydrogenic wave function in position 
space. Then the following correspondence holds through the 
Fourier transformation (FT): 
FT 
Un1m(r - R)科目p(-ip・耐久Im(P)， (.休Al川) 
|伊川Irl-1判円一→丸
= [~みP6/2/パ(p〆2+p必~)リp'九九;二'nlm(l1)ト凶A2勾) 
Therefore we obtain 
J U~'l'm' (r -附lUn1m(帥
= J[叫(-ip.R)cPn'l'm'(刺
xp与p丙;r/zケ/(ゆp2+ p~) ] Yn1m (1 )dp 
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=小xp(や R)Y~'l'm仰~Im(fl)dfl
= PoS ~!;'?m， (R)， (A3) 
which impli田 thatthe function S ~!;'?m' (R) is proportional to 
the nuclear attraction integral in pO~，ition space over the hy-
drogenic functions. As a resu1t， 
S~!;'?m ， (R)→o as IRI→∞・ (A4)
A1ternative correspondence was given by Shibuya and Wulf-
man4 (se also Refs. 5 and 9). The resu1t is 
S~!;'?m， (R) = (1/2)之(21T/PO)3/2V~!;'?m"v.λμ Uv，λμ(R)， (A5) 
vλμ 
V~!;'?m'.vÂ μ = 附 /2f 肌 o(fl) + 九Y2oo(fl∞叫岬訓川川州州(仰附削0刷川)け]九μω加以Im(fl凶0
xY~，ι'I'm'川，イ(β )Y~払4μ!1. (fl)凶dβ(A6)
and S ~!;'?m' (R) is expressible by a linear combination of a fin-
ite number of position-space hydrogenic functions. 
Similarly， considering another correspondence 
Ir一RI丸 m山ポ約什)-1一→小
'R] φ nl加m(Pダ判')dp'
= [2p~/2/(p2 + p~)]exp( ー ip・R).
X2>ノ IS~，九 (R)Yvλμ(β ) ， (A7) 
vλμ 
wehave 
fU~'l'm， (r)lr -RI 川 (r・
=Po引f[主v-1官S叫川れ幻(帆R
X [e位xp刺(i中伊p.R町)Y，九~'l'm'( β )リ]*dfl
=PoW~!;'?m'(刊(R). (A8) 
Thus the function W~!;'?m' (R) is proportionaho another kind 
of nuclear attraction integral in position space， and 
W~!;'?m ， (R)→o as IRI→∞・ (A9)
We note that in the above equations， al1the exponents of 
[Unlm (r) l should be taken to be PO・
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